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ANALYSIS OF DYNAMICS OF A METRO VEHICLE MODEL WITH
DIFFERENTIAL WHEELSETS
Summary. The operating conditions of light rail vehicles (trams, metro vehicles) are
predominantly different compared with those of passenger or freight trains. The increased
number of low-radii curves has a negative effect on wheel–rail interaction. The general
design of light rail vehicle running gear is inherited from passenger trains and adapted to
different loads. However, conventional solutions of a running gear may not provide
smooth low-radius curve negotiation in all circumstances. In addition, a two-point contact
is likely to occur, which, in turn, leads to accelerated wear of not only the wheels’ tread
but also their flanges. One of the proposals to deal with problems associated with the
wheel–rail interaction in tight curves is implementing an automotive solution: a
differential gear. The aim of the study is to investigate the dynamic behavior of a metro
vehicle model equipped with differentials at each wheelset. The differentials were tested
in two main variants: open and with internal friction torque. Internal friction torque value
was set, consecutively, up to 2000 Nm. The results have shown that on tight curves a
differential may improve rail vehicle wheel–rail interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years a rapid development of light railways such as trams and the metro has been
observed. Many cities are building new lines or restoring defunct ones (e.g. in Europe and USA) to
cope with the increasing number of citizens and commuters. These actions comply with global
tendencies to limit road space for cars in favour of mass and bicycle transport. However, the new and
existing lines are often routed in order to fit a dense urbanistic plan, both overground and
underground. Tight buildings, especially in Europe, impose designing lines with numerous low-radii
curves. From the point of view of rail vehicle operation, providing a proper interaction between a rail
wheel and a track is a great challenge. The classic running gears of light rail vehicles, consisting of
pivoting or non-pivoting bogies with two wheelsets, may not provide smooth tight-curve negotiating.
In the case of an unconstrained wheelset (not mounted to a vehicle) curve negotiation is possible
because of lateral displacement of the wheelset and conicity of the wheel tread. When passing a curve,
the wheelset is shifted laterally to the outside of the curve and the rolling radii of left and right wheel
change by the same value. The theoretical analysis of wheelset curving was presented by
Redtenbacher in 1855 [1]. However, to achieve pure rolling of the wheelset at least one of two
conditions should be met: the radius of curvature or the flangeway clearance is sufficiently large [2]. If
none of the conditions is met, the wheel flange climbs the rail head and a so-called two-point or even
multi-point contact occurs [3].
The design and layout of light rail vehicles is inherited from conventional rail vehicles that usually
operate at higher speeds and on lines with curves of grater radii. One way to improve wheel–rail
interaction on a tight curve is reducing the wheel diameter. In this solution the required difference in
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rolling radii Δr is lower than that in case of large-diameter wheels. At the same time, a lower floor
level is achieved, which, in turn, plays a major role in case of trams and, thus, in passenger
convenience. The other actions undertaken to improve wheelset negotiation are, for example, as
follows:
─ track gauge widening,
─ track cant,
─ rail or wheel flange lubrication,
─ radial wheelset steering.
However, track gauge widening and track cant may not be sufficient to reduce adverse interaction
between the wheel and rail. Inadequate track widening may be significantly apparent on tram lines,
especially, on the curves located on street intersections. In case of wheel–rail lubrication, there is a
risk of braking force reduction close to the stations or platforms located on curves.
Radial wheelset steering can be implemented in its simplest form by means of selecting specific
longitudinal stiffness characteristics (lower values) of the primary suspension [4]. In fact, reducing
longitudinal stiffness entails lower critical speed. Nevertheless, usually, the rail vehicles operating on
metro or tram lines are not intended to achieve high speeds; therefore, its suspension could have softer
characteristics.
The more complex radial steering systems are divided into two groups [2, 5-7]:
─ passive – incorporate links and levers that are activated, e.g. as result of relative motions of
bogies and the body;
─ active – mechatronic solutions composed of actuators.
The passive radial steering mechanisms are not common because of their complexity and higher
cost. Moreover, operation of passive steering devices is insufficient in the transition curves [8]. An
active element enabling improvement of wheelset steerability is in the prototype phase.
In the search for solutions to improve the wheel–rail interaction on tight curves, the numerical
study of a tractive metro vehicle with wheelsets equipped with differential gears was carried out. In
the recent literature the problem of differentials in the rail vehicles was examined by Wu [9], albeit
only the bogie model was studied. A differential is also implemented in a prototype of the ‘Bremstram’ [10]. More generally, bogies with differential gears can be considered as a part of a wider group
of unconventional running gears, represented mainly by wheelsets with independently rotating wheels
(IRW). Dynamic and kinematic properties of vehicles with IRW have been extensively studied [11-14]
as have been its control techniques in e.g. [15].
The paper concerns a dynamic behavioral study of one segment of the metro car model with
differentials according to proposed simulation scenarios.

2. VEHICLE MODEL
In order to investigate the influence of a differential gear on rail vehicle dynamics a simulation
model was built in VI-Rail (former Adams/Rail) simulation package. The philosophy of creating a
model in the software is based on the standard assumptions of multi-body modelling [16, 17]. The
vehicle’s general inertial elements are rigid and connected by means of massless springs and dampers.
However, some approaches to multi-body modelling may also be supplemented with flexibility of the
inertial elements [18]. The created model derives its topology and parameters (inertial, geometrical
and suspension characteristics) from a typical, modern metro tractive segment (one body-piece), which
operates on the second line of Warsaw Metro. Selected parameters of the vehicle model are presented
in Tab. 1.
The simulation software derives the Euler–Lagrange equation of motion to model the behaviour of
its main inertial elements (wheelsets, bogies and body) interconnected with joints. The motion of the
vehicle model is a result of the forces generated in a wheel–rail contact patch and inertial forces.
Motion constraints of the wheelset originate from its interaction with a rigid track model. The
constraints are non-linear and depend on the geometric parameters of the wheelset and track, i.e. track
gauge, cant, wheel and rail profiles, distance between contact patches, etc.
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Table 1

Selected parameters of the metro vehicle model
Parameter
Wagon base
Bogie base
Wagon mass
Body mass
Wheelset mass
Nominal wheel diameter
Lateral stiffness of one primary spring
Lateral stiffness of one secondary spring
Vertical stiffness of one primary spring
Vertical stiffness of one secondary spring
Damping coefficient of primary suspension, x, y ,z
Damping coefficient of secondary suspension, x ,y, z

Value

Units

12.6
2.1
29000
15400
1672
0.85
3507.4
79.4
470
345
3
2

[m]
[m]
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
[m]
[kN/m]
[kN/m]
[kN/m]
[kN/m]
[kNs/m]
[kNs/m]

Calculation of the wheel–rail contact forces has been an aim of extensive studies [19] because of
difficulties originating in non-linear profiles of a wheel tread and rail head in the contact patch. The
contact forces provide wheelset lateral guidance in track, are responsible for reactions due to vertical
load, traction forces, etc. Models of wheel–rail contact enable calculation of tangential and normal
forces generated in the contact patch of two elastic bodies during their rolling with creep.
Mathematical description of the wheel–rail interaction is complex because of the fact that all
contact parameters depend strongly on the wheel and rail geometry, and that, in some circumstances,
multiple points of contact may occur. The study of contact between the wheel and rail can be generally
divided into two tasks [19]:
─ normal task – calculation of number, location and dimensions of a contact patch and normal
pressure distribution;
─ tangential task – calculation of tangent stresses and tangent force values arising because of
friction and creepages in the contact area.
The most common algorithm for contact force calculation is FASTSIM by J.J. Kalker [20]. It is a
simplified CONTACT algorithm, also developed previously by Kalker. The FASTSIM is based on the
‘stripes theory’. It is limited to an elliptical contact patch, making some assumptions similar to Hertz’s
contact theory:
─ contact area is elliptical and flat stress distribution is elliptical;
─ creepages are calculated relative to the geometric centre of the ellipse;
─ elliptical contact area is divided into parallel longitudinal stripes of ∆yi width and length along
the x axis depending on the ellipse size;
─ all stripes are divided into the same number of elements and stress calculation is initiated from
the ellipse edge;
─ Kalker’s cij coefficients are constant on the entire contact patch;
─ Local deformations refer to the local force.
The VI-Rail simulation software utilizes the modified FASTSIM algorithm, which enables
calculation of the total normal force, the applied traction forces, creepages, actual rolling radius, etc.
The adopted algorithm computes contact parameters at each simulation step, contrary to utilizing
contact tables with predefined Kalker’s coefficients.
The vehicle model was built in two versions – the first one with conventional wheelsets, and the
second one with differential gears at each wheelset. The differential gear is placed in the housing of
the reduction gear, which transmits tractive torque from the motor. The scheme of a differential
wheelset is depicted in Fig. 1. The rail wheelset is subject to high vertical and lateral loads, and also to
bending moments. In the conventional wheelset, an axle transmits the bending moment. As the
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differential splits the axle into two separate driveshafts the differential housing would be loaded by a
substantial bending moment. To reduce load on the housing, the hollow driveshafts are proposed to be
mounted on a common axis by means of rolling bearings (Fig. 1).

1 – Pinion carrier; 2 – Pinion; 3, 4 – Right/left output gear with hollow shaft; 5 – Ring gear; 6 – Supporting axle

Fig. 1. The idea of a differential wheelset

Equation 1, governing splitting of the angular velocity of a symmetrical differential, is derived
from the Willis formula on planetary gears. If the left wheel is accelerated and gains angular velocity
+ΔωL, the right wheel is decelerated by –ΔωR value.

ω0 =

ωL + ωR
2

(1)

where: ω0 is angular velocity of differential housing (pinion carrier), ωL, ωR are angular velocities of
the left and right output gears.
To supplement the description of differential operation we also need to introduce an equation
defining torque splitting (Equation 2-3). For a symmetrical differential input, torque τ0 is divided
equally for both output gears. In the case of an idealized open differential, there is no internal friction
torque. However, in a real differential internal friction cannot be eliminated, but it can also be
increased intentionally to shift the threshold of differential activation. Friction torque τf causes output
gears (wheels) to rotate at the same angular velocity (like a conventional wheelset) unless the
difference of torques is τL – τR = 2τf.
(2)
τ0 =τ L +τ R

τ L = τ 0 −τ f ; τ R = τ 0 +τ f

(3)

One of the disadvantages of a differential is limiting traction in some particular circumstances.
When negotiating curves, the inner wheel may be unloaded because of inertial force. The torque
transmitted by the outer wheel (loaded by normal component of inertial force) is then limited to the
value of the inner wheel. The total tractive effort of a differential wheelset is lower than that in the
case of a conventional wheelset. The reduction of tractive force is also possible if the coefficient of
friction between one wheel and rail is lower than in the opposite contact patch. However, in the case of
a railway, the difference between friction coefficients of the left and the right wheel–rail contact
patches could appear to be lower than that in the case of a tyre–road pair. Therefore, the last condition
may not play a significant role in generating a tractive or braking effort of the rail vehicles with
differential gears.
3. SIMULATION CONDITIONS
Complete testing of a rail vehicle from the dynamic point of view is carried out according to the
UIC leaflet [21] and European norms [22]. The scope of the prescribed tests is established to assess
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typical rail vehicles with conventional running gears for the homologation process. However, the
vehicles with unconventional running gear should also comply with these documents in order to be put
into service. Nevertheless, the normative scenarios are not designed to investigate the specific
behaviour of such vehicles. The researchers of rail vehicles with unconventional running gears create
specific simulation scenarios to carry out more effective observation [23, 24]. The special scenarios
may include passage on a low-radius curve, track buckling or gauge narrowing.
To obtain information on influence of a differential on dynamic behaviour and wear, two
simulation scenarios are proposed:
− scenario 1 – a track with low-radius curve, R=100 m;
− scenario 2 – a track with R=600 m curve.
Geometric parameters of the tracks’ longitudinal profiles in the above scenarios are depicted in
Tab. 2. In both scenarios the implemented rail profile is UIC 60, rail inclination equals to 1:40 and
zero cant.
Table 2
Parameters of the track used in Scenario 1
No.

Section geometry

1
2

tangent
transition curve

3

regular curve

4
5

transition curve
tangent

Section length
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
l1 = 100 m
l1 = 100 m
l2 = 20 m
l2 = 50 m
l3 = 100 m
l3 = 400 m
(R=100 m)
(R=600 m)
l4 = 20 m
l4 = 50 m
l5 = 100 m
l5 = 100 m

The differentials at each wheelset in the vehicle model transmit tractive torque, which is balanced
by resistive torque applied to wheels. Resistive torque value is calculated based on Equation 4
describing resistive force acting on a multiple unit [25]. The equation was developed by Railway
Institute (Poland).
(4)
R = (0.65 + 0.054v)Q + 147 n + (2.7 + z ) ⋅ 1.271v 2 [ N]
where Q is vertical load of the unit [kN] (285 kN); z is number of body pieces of the unit (1 segment
assumed); n is number of wheelsets (4); v is speed [m/s].
The effects of a differential on rail vehicle dynamics are investigated by means of kinematic values,
such as wheelset lateral displacement, or angle of attack, and force values (lateral forces). As the
differential is expected to reduce guiding forces in tight curves, this fact could entail lower wear of
wheels and rails. A measure of wheel wear used in the study is Wear number based on Tγ wear model
[26, 27]. The basic assumption of this model is proportional dependence of worn material and
dissipated energy in the wheel–rail contact [28]. The Wear number is expressed by Equation 5:

Wn =

1 m
(Txn x + Tyn y ) [ Nm/m]
A 0.6

(5)

where A is area of wheel–rail contact patch; µ is wheel–rail coefficient of friction (µ = 0.4 adopted);
Tx, Ty is longitudinal and lateral tangent contact force; νx, νy is longitudinal and lateral relative slip.
The internal friction torque of the differential gears was set to several consecutive values, starting
from 0 Nm (open differential) up to 2000 Nm for each simulation scenario. The intention of
implementing friction torque is providing proper running behaviour on a tangent track. As it is proved
in section 4, differential wheelsets do not provide self-steering ability. If a differential wheelset is
shifted laterally from its central position, then it does not return like a conventional wheelset. As both
wheels are not rigidly linked together, the creep forces do not cause wheels to move towards the
centreline. From this point of view an open differential wheelset acts like a wheelset with IRW [11,
29].
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4. SIMULATION STUDY
Conventional and differential wheelsets of the metro wagon model are shifted laterally at the initial
phase of simulation in both scenarios. It is caused by the fact that a heavy mass (over 400 kg),
representing reduction gear with a differential, is not located in the wheelset’s geometric centre. The
self-steering ability of a conventional wheelset enables travelling along the track centreline with initial
hunting oscillations that vanish after ca. 20 m at v = 20 km/h. No hunting oscillations are observed in
the case of a wheelset with an open differential; however, its lateral displacement increases up to ca.
3.5 mm until it reaches the first transition curve. The differential wheelset responds similarly to the
wheelset with IRW. Thus, on a tangent track section this feature is considered a disadvantage because
of prolonged flange–rail contact and a higher risk for derailment (Fig. 2). The improvement of running
on a straight track is possible to achieve by means of programming internal friction torque. For τf =
1000 Nm, hunting oscillation occurs, contrary to the open differential, and tends to vanish completely
after ca. 50 m (Fig. 2 – left).
During steady curving, the peak lateral displacement of the leading wheelset of the first bogie is the
same for each tested solution. For the trailing wheelset, both types of differential caused a minor
increase in lateral displacement (Fig. 2 – right).
A comparison of angles of attack is presented in Fig. 3. For the leading wheelset there are no
relevant changes in the peak angles. The trailing wheelset with differential gears (open and with
friction) is subject to slightly higher angles of attack – differential wheelset radial steering ability is
slightly reduced in this scenario.
The influence of the differential on lateral forces exerted in the wheel–rail contact is depicted in
Fig. 4. At v = 20 km/h in scenario 1, much lower guiding forces (ca. 7 kN) are exerted in the contact
patch of the outer wheel of the differential wheelset (both types). However, we can expect that at
higher speeds the outer wheel would be additionally loaded by the normal component of the inertial
force, and the differential may not bring any benefits in such conditions.
In the case of a differential wheelset, Wear number of the outer wheel is lower (Fig. 5a – left), and
it can be concluded that the differential reduces negative effects associated with negotiating tight
curves.

Fig. 2. Lateral displacement of the leading and trailing wheelset, v = 20 km/h, R = 100 m

During steady curving, the increase of lateral forces occurs in the inner wheel–rail contact patch for
a differential wheelset (ca. 1.5 kN). Wear number of the inner wheel is practically the same for both
solutions of the running gear (Fig. 5b – right).
As the trailing wheelset with a differential gear operates at higher angles of attack, the lateral forces
of both wheels are higher (Fig. 6), especially, in the case of the outer wheel (up to ca. 12 kN, Fig. 6 –
left). Nonetheless, despite much higher lateral forces, wear number of both wheels of the trailing
wheelset are significantly lower: particularly, in the case of the outer wheel of the conventional
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wheelset (Fig. 7). The reason for this non-intuitive phenomenon may lay in the higher values of
longitudinal creepages or forces generated in the wheels of the conventional wheelset.

Fig. 3. Angle of attack of the leading and trailing wheelset, v = 20 km/h, R = 100 m

Fig. 4. Lateral forces on the outer and the inner wheel of the leading wheelset, v = 20 km/h, R = 100 m

Fig. 5. Wear number – the outer and the inner wheel of the leading wheelset, v = 20 km/h, R = 100 m
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Fig. 6. Lateral forces on the outer and the inner wheel of the trailing wheelset, v = 20 km/h, R = 100 m

Fig. 7. Wear number – the outer and the inner wheel of the trailing wheelset, v = 20 km/h, R = 100 m

The value of the fixed friction torque has an effect on wheelset hunting oscillations. Low hunting is
initiated at the beginning of the first tangent section. Exiting the curve induces substantial oscillations.
With an increasing value of friction torque the oscillations are damped at a shorter distance.
Fig. 8 depicts logarithmic decrement of wheelsets’ hunting oscillations for the curve-exiting case of
scenario 1. Apart from the torque value, the damping of hunting also depends on vehicle speed. For v
= 50 km/h logarithmic decrement values are evidently higher. However, the greater speed value is
rather unsafe for the designed scenario track. In the case of safe speed (v = 20 km/h), there is no
significant effect of increasing friction torque value over 1000 Nm as the value of logarithmic
decrement is saturated. In the case of τf = 40 Nm decrement has a negative value: the oscillation
amplitude tends to increase.
As increasing friction torque value helps reduce hunting, it does not have much influence on the
lateral force change of the inner wheel compared with the conventional wheelset. In the considered
scenario τf = 40 Nm reduces guiding force value (during steady curving), practically, as in the case of
τf = 2000 Nm for both travelling speeds (Fig. 9). The lateral forces exerted in the outer wheel–rail
contact patch are lower for a differential wheelset for low speed (20 km/h). However, a substantial
attenuation of the decrease is apparent starting from τf = 1000 Nm. At v = 50 km/h the high inertial
forces push the wheelset towards the outer rail, which, in turn, results in the increase of the lateral
forces, regardless of the programmed friction torque.
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The results of the scenario 2 analysis are presented in the form of Wear number value plots
(Fig. 10). Because of the higher curve radius, Wn values are very low compared with scenario 1 (for
both speeds). The proposed solution does not show any advantage over the conventional solution on a
track with a greater curve radius: the differential (open and with friction) causes slightly higher wear
on both wheels.

Fig. 8. Hunting damping dependence on internal friction torque

Fig. 9. Relative lateral force change vs friction torque, v = 20 km/h and v = 50 km/h, R = 100 m

5. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the study was to examine the dynamic behavior of the metro vehicle model equipped
with differentials. The use of a differential was intended to improve the interaction of the constrained
wheelsets (in the bogies) with rails in tight curves.
The simulation results indicated that the positive effects of a differential wheelset could occur in a
narrow range of conditions, mainly on sharp curves. In these particular circumstances, a vehicle
equipped with the differential shows an advantage over the conventional setup. The vehicle model
with differentials is subject to lower lateral forces during curving. Estimated wear of the wheels of the
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differential wheelset is generally lower according to the implemented wear model. Curve negotiation
was improved in scenario 1 (R = 100 m) compared with the conventional wheelset.

Fig. 10. Wear number – the outer and the inner wheel of the leading wheelset, v = 90 km/h, R = 600 m

In the case of a curve of greater radius – 600 m – the differentials worsen running abilities of the
vehicle. The increase of lateral forces and higher wear are evident, particularly, for the differential
without friction.
The wheelset with an open differential does not possess a self-steering ability, which is of great
importance. Thus, it exhibits the same disadvantage as a running gear with independently rotating
wheels. In order to preserve self-steering, but with a longer wavelength of hunting oscillation, an
internal friction torque should be programmed. Further, the results have shown that relative changes in
lateral forces are not highly dependent on the friction torque value in the considered simulation
scenarios. For the tested vehicle the fixed value of τf = 1000 Nm can be adopted for normal operation.
This value enables hunting oscillations and its damping similarly to the conventional wheelset.
Moreover, it also provides greater decrease of lateral force in the outer wheel compared with higher τf
values.
The potential use of a differential in light rail vehicles may be limited to the vehicles operating on
the lines with numerous low-radii curves (R = 50÷150 m). In the curves of higher radii, a differential
(particularly, an open one) increases wear; however, the difference in wear is small compared with the
benefits achieved on sharper curves.
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